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Abstract

To coordinate robots to achieve common goals requires rea-
soning about constraints and uncertainty present in complex
and non-deterministic environments. In large-scale problems,
this is computationally expensive making it impractical for
online planning and execution. Furthermore, complete and
accurate models are difficult to handcode while approximate
models may result in unsound plans. We propose a decoupled
framework composed of a centralised goal allocation algo-
rithm and an online learning and planning module. The for-
mer reasons about robot capabilities and temporal constraints
to coordinate multiple robots. The latter is a reinforcement
learning agent that executes the temporal plan when possible;
otherwise it follows a policy trained offline with an approx-
imate model. The robot learns over time to improve its per-
formance in future episodes. We demonstrate our approach
on a real-world application involving a fleet of heterogeneous
robots operating in an offshore energy environment.

Introduction
In real-world robotics applications, planning provides solu-
tions that enable autonomous and intelligent behaviour for
robots to complete their goals in dynamic and uncertain en-
vironments. When multiple robots are required to achieve a
goal, temporal planning can be used for coordination. Tem-
poral planning considers temporal constraints and durative
actions in the decision-making process to synthesise tem-
poral plans comprising of concurrent actions from multi-
ple robots. In addition, temporal planning provides long-
horizon strategic planning while managing constrained re-
sources (Bernardini, Fox, and Long 2017).

Most temporal planners consider only a single determin-
istic outcome of probabilistic actions which results in poor
robustness during plan execution. Robotic applications in
extreme environments are often probabilistically interesting
(Little, Thiebaux et al. 2007)—a planning problem that in-
cludes: (i) multiple goal trajectories; and (ii) at least one
pair of distinct goal trajectories share a common sequence
of outcomes except in the last state where there are distinct
outcomes of the same action—and reasoning over uncertain-
ties can lead to robust plans. For instance, a robot operating
in a hazardous offshore structure (see husky2 in Figure 1)

*The first two authors have equal contribution.

Figure 1: Overview of the mission environment where a fleet
of robots executes temporal plans. Mission replanning con-
siders action probability of failure which might force reallo-
cation of goals amongst the fleet.

may choose a longer path to move from point A to point B
if the path poses less risk to its safety. Probabilistic planners
reason about probabilistic outcomes of actions or exogenous
events but are unable to consider temporal constraints and,
hence, are ill-suited for multi-agent planning. Existing work
combining temporal planning and reasoning under uncer-
tainty (Schillinger, Bürger, and Dimarogonas 2018; Bernar-
dini, Fox, and Long 2017; Tsamardinos 2002; Zhang et al.
2017) does not fully address the requirements of our appli-
cation of interest: deploying and coordinating a fleet of het-
erogeneous robots in an extreme environment with temporal
uncertainty and probabilistic outcomes, without the require-
ment of a complete and accurate domain model.

This paper presents two main contributions. First, we pro-
pose a novel hybrid framework, TEMPORALPROB, which
combines the advantages of temporal planning and proba-
bilistic planning. A centralised multi-agent planning (MAP)
module acts as a strategic long horizon planner coordinating
multiple robots, and reasons with temporal constraints and
robot capabilities. Each robot is a decentralized reinforce-
ment learning (RL) agent which acts robustly in the face
of uncertainty while learning over time to improve reason-
ing capabilities. The two-tier approach significantly reduces
the search space on both levels. This decreases the computa-
tional cost, enabling online planning and execution which is
essential for robots operating over long horizons in extreme



environments with uncertainty.
The second contribution is the mapping of a temporal

MAP problem to a set of single-agent probabilistic planning
problems, one for each agent. The former considers tempo-
ral information while the latter considers probabilistic out-
comes. We model the duration of executing actions as costs,
and joint goals, which are goals that require robots’ coordi-
nation, as time-constrained goals such that the RL agent can
optimise the makespan and reason over coordinated actions.
Furthermore, the search spaces of the single-agent planning
problems are reduced by considering only a subset of the
state-action space of the MAP problem. This aids in reduc-
ing the sample complexity of the RL algorithm.

Related Work
Our work involves temporal planning, probabilistic reason-
ing, reinforcement learning, and MAP. To the best of our
knowledge, our framework is the first of its kind to solve
problems in this space: temporal, probabilistic, multi-agent,
and without the true model. However, we review related
work which covers a combination of these areas.

Temporal Planning. Temporal planners (e.g., SGPlan (Hsu
and Wah 2008), LPG-TD (Gerevini and Long 2006), and
TFD (Eyerich, Mattmüller, and Röger 2009)) reason about
action duration and temporal constraints, and can be used to
solve MAP problems which require coordination and collab-
oration among the agents. However, these planners have not
been widely introduced in MAP problems due to scalability
issues. Some approaches have shown the ability to provide
solutions while improving the initial plan output based on
their cost function. For instance, POPF (Coles et al. 2010)
uses the makespan—the time that elapses from the start of
plan implementation to the end—as a cost function and is
able to generate plans which coordinate agents to achieve
goals. An extension to POPF is OPTIC (Benton, Coles, and
Coles 2012) which introduces reasoning about preferences.
OPTIC produces better plans by introducing soft deadlines
and temporal preferences on plan trajectory. These temporal
planners deal with deterministic domains and produce plans
which cannot deal with unexpected situations, thus the need
for replanning during plan execution arises.

Temporal and Probabilistic Planning. Temporal planning
problems with uncertainty require probabilistic reasoning
for plan optimality. (Schillinger, Bürger, and Dimarogo-
nas 2018) addresses a multi-robot coordination problem to
achieve a global goal. A deterministic finite-state automaton
is used to model probabilistic outcomes of actions and tem-
poral specifications of the goal. A goal allocation algorithm
assigns an option to each robot. Our work considers tempo-
ral constraints of both actions and goals, handles multiple
goals, and does not require a complete and accurate model.
(Bernardini, Fox, and Long 2017) combines Monte Carlo
methods, which reason over the probabilistic motion of a tar-
get, with temporal planning, which offers long-term strate-
gic planning, to solve a search-and-tracking problem. We
consider uncertainty in outcomes of task-level actions rather
than in motion, and are interested in multi-agent coordina-
tion to complete a set of goals. (Tsamardinos 2002; Zhang

et al. 2017) reason about probabilistic dynamics and tempo-
ral uncertainty during plan execution. We deal with temporal
uncertainty by learning the duration of actions from obser-
vations. (Zhang et al. 2017) coordinates robots to avoid con-
flicts such that each robot can complete its goal while we are
interested in coordinated goals.

Multi-Agent Planning and Learning. Multi-agent RL
(MARL) algorithms learn in the shared state-action spaces
of all agents (Zhang, Yang, and Başar 2019) which are often
prohibitively large and do not scale well with the number of
agents. Thus, MARL algorithms typically have a high sam-
ple complexity. This is evident in work such as (Xinyi et al.
2019) which requires an excessive amount of training data.
This is not practical in our application of robots operating
in extreme environments as data collection is expensive and
potentially unsafe. (Xinyi et al. 2019) trains a neural network
with Q-learning to learn and encode a task allocation so that
planning is computationally faster with a feed-forward oper-
ation. We achieve lower computational cost by decoupling
MAP and goal allocation from single-agent planning and
learning. We consider single-agent RL and use model-based
RL which has a lower sample complexity than model-free
methods (Buckman et al. 2018; Deisenroth and Rasmussen
2011; Finn, Abbeel, and Levine 2017).

Preliminaries
Here we present relevant background on planning, model
representations, and reinforcement learning.

Markov Decision Process (MDP). MDPs model fully-
observable problems with uncertainty. A finite-horizon
MDP is a tuple of the form 〈S,A, T,R, s0, H, γ〉 where S is
a set of states,A is the set of actions, T : S×A×S → [0, 1]
is the transition function, R : S × A→ R specifies rewards
for performing actions, s0 is the initial state, H is the plan-
ning horizon, and γ is the discount factor. Factored MDPs
(Boutilier, Dearden, and Goldszmidt 2000) represent large,
structured MDPs compactly. For example, T can be repre-
sented by dynamic Bayesian networks (DBN) which exploit
the fact that the transition of a state variable often depends
only on a small number of variables.

Model-Based Reinforcement Learning (MBRL). MBRL
methods use a domain model, which is either known or
learned, to approximate a policy π for a MDP. The expected
return for π is computed using the Q-function.

Goal Allocation Problem. A goal allocation problem is de-
fined by a tuple t := 〈R,RC,G,GC,X〉; whereR is a set of
agents; RC is a set of capabilities; G is a set of goals; GC is
a set of capabilities required to implement the goals; and X
is a set of goal coordinates. The capabilities define skills that
allow an agent to execute actions. For instance, the capabil-
ity canMove is required to execute the action navigate.
Each agent r ∈ R can have multiple capabilities.

Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL). Our tem-
poral planning problems are modelled using a variant of
PDDL (McDermott et al. 1998), the de facto standard rep-
resentation language supported by most modern planners.



PDDL provides a way of describing the components of a
planning problem, i.e., how the world is structured, what ac-
tions are available, etc. Given our choice of planner, OPTIC,
we will use the temporal constructs supported by PDDL2.1
(Fox and Long 2003) and later.

Temporal Planning Problem. Actions change the values
of state fluents in a planning problem and are described by
their preconditions and effects. For temporal planning, we
adopt the full PDDL2.1 variant (Fox and Long 2003) with
continuous change. A temporal planning problem is a tuple
Pt := 〈P, V,A, I,G, T 〉, where P is set of propositions; V
is a set of fluents;A is a set of instantaneous and durative ac-
tions where each ai is a tuple 〈apre , aeff , adur 〉, apre is a set
of conditions that must hold for the action to be applicable,
aeff is the set of action effects, and adur is a set of duration
constraints; I is the initial state defined by the propositions
and fluents (P ∪ V ); G is a set of goals, G : P ∪ V ; and T
is a set of time windows. Each time window is defined using
timed initial literals (TILs) which define the time t at which
particular propositions in P become true/false.

Relational Dynamic Influence Diagram Language
(RDDL). RDDL (Sanner 2010) is a planning language for
describing relational MDPs. Semantically, RDDL describes
DBNs extended with an influence diagram. The domain
file specifies object types, non-fluents, fluents, conditional
probability functions (CPFs), and a reward function. The
problem file specifies objects, the initial state, and values of
non-fluents.

Our framework performs two levels of reasoning. First,
it considers a MAP problem, modelled as a temporal plan-
ning problem described in PDDL, and performs goal allo-
cation. Next, it considers a single-agent planning problem,
modelled as a MDP and described in RDDL, and learns a
policy using MBRL.

System Framework Definition
Temporal planners based on PDDL2.1, like OPTIC, support
the implementation of planning problems with hard con-
straints and joint goals. Joint goals are achieved by coor-
dinated actions from multiple robots. These planners gen-
erate temporal plans which distribute the goals over multi-
ple agents to minimise the makespan. However, the result-
ing goal allocation quality is often quite poor (Carreno, Pet-
rick, and Petillot 2019). This can be resolved with planners
which support preferences to guide the search based on cost
functions. However, solutions tend to be domain-dependent
which affect the generalisation of the approach. Instead, we
address this issue by decoupling the goal allocation process
from the planning process. We propose a goal allocation al-
gorithm which maximises the number of completed goals,
and minimises a cost function involving the spatial distances
between goals, makespan, and aborted goals.

Another limitation of temporal planners is the lack of rea-
soning over every probable outcome of actions. Current ap-
proaches to temporal planning are deterministic and do not
consider unexpected situations during plan execution. This
necessitates replanning. We address this issue by combin-
ing temporal planning, which deals with multi-agent coor-

Figure 2: TEMPORALPROB framework for planning, acting,
monitoring, and replanning. The modules outlined in green
(blue) dotted lines represent high-level (low-level) reason-
ing. High-level reasoning deals with temporal and multi-
agent planning while low-level reasoning deals with online
learning and single-agent planning and replanning due to
probabilistic uncertainty.

dination, and model-based reinforcement learning (MBRL),
which deals with probabilistic dynamics. Since it is diffi-
cult to handcode domain models for complex, real-world
applications, MBRL is selected over probabilistic planners
as it does not require the true model. We use a deterministic
high-level (H-L) domain for temporal planning and a proba-
bilistic low-level (L-L) domain for MBRL. We discuss these
domains in the Implementation Scenario section.

TEMPORALPROB Framework. We introduce a novel
framework, TEMPORALPROB, as shown in Figure 2, which
integrates a multi-role goal allocator algorithm (MRGA)
(Carreno et al. 2020), temporal planning, and reinforcement
learning. TEMPORALPROB performs planning, plan execu-
tion, replanning, and learning in an integrated cycle where
observations from plan execution are utilised to improve
planning performances. Firstly, a MAP, described in PDDL,
is augmented with information from MRGA which allocates
goals to robots by considering the capabilities of the robots.
The augmented problem is given to the temporal planner,
OPTIC, which synthesises a multi-robot plan. We refer to
this phase of planning as the high-level (H-L) phase as it
abstracts away probabilistic outcomes which could be en-
countered during plan execution.

Secondly, the H-L domain, problem, and plan are mapped
to L-L domains, problems, and plans, one for each robot. We
assume that the true probabilistic dynamics of the environ-
ment are unknown and thus rely on handcoded, approximate
models which neglect probabilistic dynamics. These approx-
imate models are generative: given a state-action pair (s, a),
it predicts the successor state (s′) and immediate reward (r).
Thirdly, each robot would execute its L-L plan. When unex-
pected events render the L-L plan inapplicable (i.e., the pre-
condition of the action suggested by the L-L plan is not sat-
isfied in the current state), the robot then acts according to a
greedy policy based on the Q-function which is trained with
simulated observations (s, a, r, s′) produced by the genera-
tive domain model. Each robot adapts to unexpected situa-



Algorithm 1: TA(Mr
m, NS,G

′, R,G,Rc, Gc, Rcap, Gcap)

Input: R: Robot Set
G: Goal Set
Rc: Coordinates of Robot Set
Gc: Coordinates of Goal Set
Rcap: Robots Capability Set
Gcap: Goal Capability Requirement Set
Mr
m : Goal Makespan Set

G′ : Number of Goals in the Mission
NS : Number of Sensor Sets

1 begin
2 allocate(G, R, Rcap, Gcap)
3

{
GAINIT , RAINIT , Csol, Rsol

}
← ∅

4 [Csol, Rsol] = cluster cal (G,R,Rc, Gc)

5 RAINIT = max
{

weight cal(RG,Csol,Rsol)
}

6 regions dist(RAINIT ,Rc, Csol, Cc)
7 allocate firstGoal(GAINIT ← G)
8 GAFINAL (G)← GAINIT

9 allocateGoal(R,G,NS,G′,Mr
m, dist)

10 return transformPDDL
(
GAFINAL

)

tions and attempts to complete as many of its allocated goals
as possible within the makespan of the H-L plan.

Lastly, the observations acquired during plan execution
are used to improve the L-L domains and to update the ex-
pected duration of the actions. At the end of the mission, the
robot feeds back information to the High-Level Mission Ad-
visor (HLMA). When feedback from every robot is received,
HLMA updates MRGA on the robots’ capabilities, observed
duration of actions, and status of goals (completed or not).
If there are unsatisfied goals, MRGA re-allocates these goals
to the robots and the cycle repeats.

TEMPORALPROB reduces the computational costs by re-
stricting the search space. The H-L reasoning deals with the
combined state-action spaces of multiple agents and consid-
ers multi-agent coordination, temporal constraints, and robot
capabilities. However, it neglects the probabilistic nature of
actions and only considers their most probable outcomes.
The L-L reasoning deals with the state-action spaces of sin-
gle agents and considers probabilistic outcomes. In essence,
we decompose a MAP with temporal constraints into several
single-agent probabilistic planning problems. Moreover, we
consider the plan execution for each robot. If required, each
robot is empowered to deviate from its L-L plan to adapt to
unexpected situations rather than replan at the H-L, starting
off by having MRGA re-allocate goals, which is potentially
impractical. For example, if a robot requests replanning at
the H-L while another robot is performing an inspection, this
forces the latter to abort the inspection as the H-L plan, and
thus the L-L plans, could have changed. The remainder of
this section is presented in a manner following the algorith-
mic workflow of TEMPORALPROB as shown in Figure 2.

Multi-Role Goal Allocator (MRGA). We address the goal
allocation problem in the context of a fleet of heteroge-
neous robots considering the approach defined in (Carreno

et al. 2020). We propose a planner agnostic solution, called
MRGA, which guides the search by optimising goal allo-
cation. This is outlined in Algorithm 1. MRGA considers
the capabilities of each robot and the capabilities required
to complete each goal (line 2) to define and allocate the set
of goals each robot can complete. Next, the goals are clus-
tered into regions (lines 3 to 4). In line 3, GAINIT repre-
sents the initial set of goals allocated to each robot (one per
robot); RAINIT describes the set of robots allocated to each
cluster; Csol is a set of clusters of goals; and Rsol is a set
of integers representing the number of goals each robot can
achieve in each cluster in Csol. The number of regions are
constrained to be equal to the number of robots. The ap-
proach establishes a rank amongst robots with respect to the
number of goals they can implement in each region (line 5).
RAINIT records which robot should be sent to each region
(initially) considering the number of goals they can achieved
in that region. RG represents the set of goals each robot can
achieve. Each robot is then assigned to a region (line 6) after
considering two criteria: (i) the number of goals a robot has
the required capabilities to complete, and (ii) the distance
between the robot’s current position and the closest goal.
Then, MRGA allocates a goal in the region of each robot
to the robot; this goal has the shortest path with respect to
the robot’s initial position (line 7). The allocated goals are
removed from the set of incomplete goals in G (line 8) and
stored in GAFINAL. The remaining goals are allocated to
robots while considering the total makespan, the robots and
goals coordinates, and the redundancy of the capabilities of
the robots required to complete the goals (line 9).

The allocation is sequential which allows MRGA to eval-
uate the cost each robot incurs in achieving a particular goal.
Robots are not restricted to a region and can move to other
regions if they are required to complete goals in those re-
gions. This is the case when a robot possesses the neces-
sary capability to achieve a goal located in a different region
to the one the robot is initially operating in. The goal al-
location GAFINAL is transformed into PDDL fluents (i.e.,
robot can act ?r - robot ?wp - poi) (line 10) which are in-
cluded in the H-L domain and problem files (see the Imple-
mentation Scenario section for more details). In the PDDL
domain, the fluent robot can act is included in the precon-
dition of actions to constrain the selection and execution of
actions for the appropriate robot. Since PDDL planners do
not deal with the goal allocation problem directly, MRGA
decreases overall planning times and improves the optimal-
ity of the resulting plans.

Temporal Planning. The H-L domain and problem aug-
mented with the information provided by MRGA are given
as inputs to the temporal planner, OPTIC, which produces
a temporal H-L plan. The H-L plan specifies the actions
each robot executes at a time instance. We decompose the
H-L plan into individual plans, one for each robot and map
each plan to a L-L plan. The L-L plans are dispatched to the
robots which then proceed to execute their L-L plans.

Online Planning, Execution, and Learning. During plan
execution of the L-L plan, an expected situation could inval-
idate the plan which necessitates replanning. For example,



the robot’s manipulator arm might become damaged forcing
the robot to return to the base for repairs. This leads to two
consequences. Firstly, the robot is now at the base and is po-
tentially further away from the goals it has been allocated.
Secondly, joint goals which require the coordination of the
robot would not be completed unless the repair is done. One
solution is to replan at the H-L: MRGA reallocates the goals
and OPTIC generates a new H-L plan. However, this could
be impractical in real-world applications. If goals are reallo-
cated whenever a robot experiences an unexpected outcome,
it would lead to situations where robots are frequently dis-
rupted in the midst of executing some actions and thus never
achieve any useful work.

Following this observation, we propose to replan at the
L-L where every robot is capable of online replanning. The
robot deliberates over whether it should return to the base
to repair its manipulator arm. This might be undesirable if
the mission time exceeds the start time of a joint goal af-
ter the repair. However, if the probability of success with a
damaged manipulator arm is low, then the robot might focus
on completing other goals which does not require manipu-
lation. Alternatively, it could choose to prioritise joint goals.
A probabilistic planner is unable to reason about these as we
assume an incomplete and deterministic model is available
initially. Hence, a learning approach such as MBRL is used.

We describe our approach in detail with Algorithm 2
which is a MBRL algorithm. It takes as input a generative
model M, a problem instance which specifies the initial
state (s0) and the goals (G) allocated to the robot, joint goals
(G ⊆ G), and a L-L plan (A) which is mapped from the H-L
plan given by the temporal planner. The planning problem is
represented as an MDP with a continuous time dimension t
for mission time, (S,A, T,R, s0, H, γ, t). This shares simi-
larity with time-dependent MDPs (Boyan and Littman 2001)
though we are only considering time-dependent rewards for
joint goals. Algorithm 2 starts by initialising a parameterised
Q-function, Qθ, with simulation training (lines 6-9) using
M which predicts the successor state, reward (rt), and exe-
cution duration (∆t) (line 7). This is similar to Dyna (Sutton
et al. 2008). During simulation training, actions are selected
with an epsilon-greedy policy, πepsθ . The reward (or cost) of
executing an action is −∆t, and a reward of +100 is given
for each goal achieved while no reward is given for a joint
goal if t exceeds its start time (or its time constraint).
Qθ is approximated as a linear function of the weight vec-

tor θ and a set of basis functions F . The basis function is
represented by features which are conjunctive ground state
fluents. The initial set of features comprises every state flu-
ent. New features, which are conjunctions of any two exist-
ing features, are added incrementally using iFDD+ (Geram-
ifard et al. 2011), an online feature discovery algorithm. The
weight vector is updated with Double Q-learning (Hasselt,
Guez, and Silver 2016) (line 9). The mission time t (line 8)
is used to determine if any joint goal g ∈ G can no longer be
achieved (line 7). This happens when t exceeds the start time
of the joint goal. The simulation training is computationally
expensive but can be done offline before the robot starts its
mission.

After simulation training, the robot executes A sequen-

Algorithm 2: MBRL(M,P,G, A,Hsim, Hplan, Hmk, N)

Input: M: Approximate, Generative Model
P: Problem Instance with initial state s0 and set of
goals G
G: Joint Goals
A: Plan
Hsim: Simulated Horizon
Hplan: Plan Horizon
Hmk: Maximum Allowable Makespan
N : Number of Simulations

1 begin
2 θ ← 0
3 F ← initialize features(M, P)
4 for 1 to N do
5 t = 0
6 for i = 1 to Hsim do
7 si, ri,∆t←

simulate(M,G, G, si−1, πepsθ (si−1), t))
8 t← t+ ∆t
9 F , θ ←

update(F , θ, si−1, πθ(si−1), ri, si)

10 t = 0
11 Follow = >
12 for i = 1 to Hplan do
13 if Follow then
14 a← follow plan(A)
15 if a is not applicable in si−1 then
16 Follow = ⊥

17 if ¬ Follow then
18 a← πgreedyθ (si−1)

19 si,∆t← act(si−1, a)
20 t← t+ ∆t
21 M← update model (M, si−1, a, si,∆t)
22 if no uncompleted goals or t ≥ Hmk then
23 returnM, si, t

24 returnM, sHplan
, t

tially (line 14). If an unexpected outcome occurs which ren-
ders the next action in A to be inapplicable (line 15), the
robot then follows a greedy policy based on Qθ (line 18).
Exploitation is desired for safety reasons and because Qθ is
updated only during simulation training. The advantage of
following a policy rather than a plan is the reduced compu-
tational time which makes it attractive for online execution.
The latter requires replanning whenever an unexpected state
is reached. Since the policy is trained withM which is of-
ten an approximation of the true model, the policy could be
suboptimal or unsound in regions of the state spaces where
M is a poor predictor. This is an issue known as distribution
shift. Recent works have proposed solutions to deal with this
(Janner et al. 2019; Yu et al. 2020; Wan et al. 2019; Abbeel,
Quigley, and Ng 2006). A plausible solution is to terminate
the algorithm when a state that is not seen during simulation
training is visited. We leave the issue of distribution shift for



Algorithm 3: ADVISOR(R,P, RL,NR,Rcap,Mr
m)

Input: R: Robot Set
P: Initial Problem
RL: Reinforcement Learning Advice Set
NR: Number of Advice Sets
Rcap: Robots Capability Set
Mr
m : Goal Makespan Set

1 begin
2 while not NR← ∅ do
3 for 0 to length (R) do
4 acquiredMod(nr):

append modifications(RL,r)
5 modify robotLoc(P ,R)
6 modify problemDur(P ,R)
7 modify Goal(P ,R)
8 reason Repairs(P ,R)

9 return Mr
m, Rcap, G

future work as it is not within the scope of this paper.
The action is executed (line 19) and the resulting obser-

vation is used to update M to provide more accurate pre-
dictions (line 21) and thus resulting in a closer approxima-
tion of Qθ to the optimal Q-function. A model-learning al-
gorithm such as LFIT (Martı́nez et al. 2015) can be used
to learn a domain model represented in RDDL. The current
state and mission time are inputs to the temporal planner
for replanning, if necessary. The mission is terminated (line
22) if (1) there are no remaining goals, (2) Hplan number
of actions executed, or (3) the mission time exceeds Hmk,
the makespan of the H-L plan. The last condition is neces-
sary to avoid having robots idle for a long period of time
after completing their missions due to a robot’s prolonged
mission—H-L replanning is done only after all robots have
completed or terminated their missions.

High-Level Mission Advisor (HLMA). The High-Level
Mission Advisor (HLMA) acts as a bridge between MRGA
and MBRL. This is detailed in Algorithm 3. The algo-
rithm considers the feedback, or advice, from MBRL and
terminates after all advice are considered. Each modifi-
cation, where nr represents the modification number, is
evaluated over the set of robots R (line 3) to determine
the advice for each robot r ∈ R (line 4). Having this
information distributed over the fleet of robots, HLMA
generates a H-L problem where the locations of robots
(line 5), duration of actions (line 6), the status of goals
(completed or failed) (line 7), possible reasons for failure
to complete a goal, and the additional time required to
complete failed goals (line 8) are updated or included in
the H-L problem. MRGA then decides if the goal should
be allocated to another robot to minimise the makespan
of the H-L plan. When all advice are considered, HLMA
returns the analysis of the goal makespan set Mr

m, robot
capabilitiesRcap, and unsolvable goalsG (line 9). These are
used in the next goal allocation using MRGA (Algorithm
1). MRGA updates the capabilities of robots when a goal
fails to be achieved by considering the time each robot

requires to achieve an unsatisfied goal. Thus, HLMA
forces MRGA to reallocate unsatisfied goals such that the
total makespan is minimised. MRGA updates the capa-
bilities, cap, of a robot r with the equation fk(r, cap) =
min

[
fd(Rcap, r, cap),max(i,d)∈MR(r)(tmin(g) + d)

]
,

where fk is the set of goals initially allocated to a robot, fd
is the set of unsatisfied goals which can be deleted from fk,
and fd(Rcap, r, cap) is a function which removes capabil-
ities from the set of capabilities Rcap for robot r when the
time (tmin(g)+d) to achieve the goal g is not the minimum.
HLMA utilises the L-L problem to modify/generate a set of
instances in the H-L domain. MRGA considers this updated
H-L domain to allocate any remaining unsatisfied goals.

Example for H-L Replanning. HLMA improves the qual-
ity of plans from replanning by considering failures during
plan execution that could affect the optimality of goals al-
location. Figure 1 shows an example where tasks in an ini-
tial H-L plan (Plan-1) is distributed amongst a fleet of three
robots. A terrestrial robot (husky1) fails to inspect the con-
dition of an industrial motor (task-B) due to a damaged
camera. This task requires coordination with an aerial robot
(uav1) which supervises husky1 while it inspects the motor.
Replanning is required due to the failure. HLMA considers
the additional time required for husky1 to return to the base
for repairs, which is predicted by M, to advise MRGA on
the reallocation of goals. Plan-2 (in Figure 1) shows task-B
is reallocated to husky2 as a consequence of HLMA’s advice
(i.e., the time incurred to repair husky1 is larger than that of
having husky2 achieve the goal).

Implementation Scenario
Our application of interest is the autonomous maintenance
of an offshore oil rig using a fleet of robots which oper-
ate concurrently (see Figure 1). This requires a consider-
able number of sensors, actuators, and coordination between
robots. For instance, a UAV needs to supervise a husky while
the latter is manipulating a valve at an area where there is a
high risk of explosion. In this section, we describe the H-
L and the L-L domains, the mapping from a H-L domain
(problem) to a L-L domain (problem), and the decompo-
sition of a H-L plan to a set of L-L plans. The H-L do-
main models multiple robots and is used in MRGA and in
temporal planning. It is deterministic and does not consider
probable outcomes due to probabilistic actions. The L-L do-
main models probabilistic actions which allows reasoning
over every probable outcome during plan execution.

High-Level (H-L) Domain. The H-L domain is described in
PDDL. In addition to state fluents which describe the state
of the robot and the environment, we introduce additional
state fluents to define (i) robot capabilities to execute dif-
ferent goals based on their sensory system, (ii) robot avail-
ability, and (iii) restrictions associated with the positions the
robots can reach in the environment. For example, the fluent
robot can act(?r ?wp) constrains robot ?r to a set of loca-
tions ?wp where it can be. We use functions to represent
energy and data resources a robot has, and distances. For ex-
ample, distance intime (?wpi ?wpf) defines the time robot ?r



Figure 3: The mapping from a H-L action for a husky or a
UAV to a sequence of L-L actions. More than one H-L action
can be mapped to a L-L action, however, the grounding of
these L-L actions will be different.

at ?wpi takes to reach ?wpf. The values of functions are up-
dated by HLMA when new observations are acquired. There
are six H-L actions, all of which are deterministic and dura-
tive, for a robot ?r:

• navigation (?r ?wpi ?wpf): ?r moves from location ?wpi
to ?wpf,

• take image (?r ?s ?wp): ?r captures an image of the loca-
tion ?wp with its camera ?s,

• check temperature (?r ?s ?wp): ?r measures the tempera-
ture at location ?wp with its sensor ?s,

• check pressure (?r ?s ?wp): ?r measures the pressure at
location ?wp with its pressure sensor ?s,

• valve inspection (?r ?s ?wp): ?r inspects the valve at lo-
cation ?wp with its camera ?s, and

• manipulate valve (?r1 ?r2 ?s1 ?s2 ?wp1 ?wp2): a husky
?r1 ’s manipulator arm ?s1 turns the valve at location
?wp1 while a UAV ?r2 at location ?wp2 records the pro-
cess with its camera ?s2.

Our application involves two heterogeneous robots, the
husky and the UAV, which have different sensors onboard.
Thus, some PDDL actions and fluents could apply to one
type of robot and not the other. The duration of the H-L ac-
tions are determined from data collected in past experiments
involving real robots.

Low-Level (L-L) Domain. The probabilistic dynamics in
our application of interest are (1) the robot may lose lo-
calisation while going to another waypoint, (2) its camera
may lose calibration at any point, and (3) its manipulator
arm (for Huskies) might be damaged while navigating to
another waypoint due to collision. To model these proba-
bilistic dynamics, we use RDDL which has a richer repre-
sentation than Probabilistic PDDL (PPDDL) (Younes and
Littman 2004). Both RDDL and PPDDL cannot represent
temporal aspects, hence, we map the H-L actions to non-
durative L-L actions, as shown in Figure 3. The L-L actions
which a robot ?r can execute are:

• capture image(?r ?poi): ?r takes an image of ?poi,

• locate poi(?r ?poi): ?r search for ?poi at its current loca-
tion,

• inspect poi(?r ?poi): a husky ?r inspects the temperature,
pressure, or value, or a UAV ?r records a husky manipu-
lating the valve ?poi,

• localise(?r): ?r localises itself,
• goto waypoint(?r ?wpi ?wpf): ?r navigates from location

?wpi to ?wpf,
• manipulate valve(?r ?poi): a husky ?r manipulates the

valve ?poi,
• repair manipulator(?r): a husky ?r repairs its manipulator

arm, possibly with external aid, and
• calibrate camera(?r): ?r calibrates its camera, possibly

with external aid.

We introduce the actions localise, repair manipulator, and
calibrate camera to handle unexpected situations. An ill-
calibrated camera reduces the probability of success of in-
spect poi and manipulate valve, while a damaged manip-
ulator arm reduces the probability of success of manipu-
late valve. A robot can only calibrate its camera or repair its
manipulator arm at the base. If it loses localisation, it cannot
execute any other actions except localise.

We consider and model temporal elements of the H-L do-
main in the L-L domain. First, the costs of L-L actions rep-
resents the duration of executing the actions. A RL algo-
rithm which maximises the expected return will therefore
learn policies which minimise the makespan. Second, joint
goals are represented as fluents which must be made true by
the time instances as defined by the end time of the H-L ac-
tion manipulate valve in the temporal plan. Robots fail to
complete a joint goal if the mission time exceeds the start
time of the joint goal. A joint goal of manipulating a valve
is achieved when a husky executes manipulate valve and a
UAV executes inspect poi concurrently. Either robot can ex-
ecute the joint action before the start time of the joint goal.
When this happens, the robot simply idles till the start time.
Replanning at the H-L is required to coordinate robots to
complete any remaining joint goal.

Mapping between H-L and L-L Representations. We use
three variants of the L-L domain in our experiments. The
first variant is the true model which is used by the simula-
tor to return a successor state during plan execution. This
model is not made known to the planners. The second vari-
ant is a deterministic model which is an approximation of the
true model and only predicts the most probable outcome of
probabilistic actions. Both variants are handcoded. The third
variant is a model learned from observations collected pre-
viously using the model learner from (Martı́nez et al. 2015).
The L-L problems and L-L plans are mapped from the H-L
problem and temporal plan. We illustrate the mapping from
a temporal plan for a H-L problem used in our experiments
(see Experiments and Results section) to L-L plans.

To generate the L-L plan for husky2, we extract H-L ac-
tions from the temporal plan which involve husky2. Each
of these H-L actions is mapped to L-L actions as in Fig-
ure 3. The first navigation action is mapped to localise



H-L Time: (Action) [Duration]

0.00: navigation(h2 wpg1 wpg52) [166.35]

0.00: navigation(h1 wpg0 wpg31) [115.18]

0.00: navigation(uav1 wpa0 wpa35) [111.50]

...

166.35: check pressure(h2 p-sensor1 wpg52) [20.00]

268.04: valve inspection(h2 c h1 wpg35) [50.00]

318.04: man valve(h2 uav1 c uav0 wpg35 wpa35)[30.00]

L-L (Action) - h2

localise(h2)

goto waypoint(h2 wpg1 wpg52)

locate poi(h2 pressure wpg52)

inspect poi(h2 pressure wpg52)

...

manipulate valve(h2 valve wpg35)

L-L (Action) - uav1

localise(uav1)

goto waypoint(uav1 wpa0 wpa35)

...

locate poi(uav1 valve wpa35)

inspect poi(uav1 valve wpa35)

Figure 4: Fragment of a H-L temporal plan for a UAV (uav1)
and two Huskies (h1, h2) and the fragments of the L-L
plans which are mapped from the H-L plan (the L-L plan
for husky1 is not shown).

and goto waypoint if the robot is not localised in the ini-
tial state, and subsequent navigation actions are mapped to
goto waypoint. check pressure(husky2 pressure analyser1
wpg52) is mapped to locate poi(husky2 pressure wpg52)
and inspect poi(husky2 pressure wpg52)—the robot needs
to locate the valve before it can approach the valve for in-
spection. This low-level detail is abstracted in the H-L do-
main but is useful for implementation as the actions relate
to different actuation commands. inspect poi does not con-
sider the sensor pressure analyser1 in its arguments since
reasoning about robot capabilities is not required at L-L. We
introduce a new object pressure wpg52 to represent a poi
at wpg52 to avoid ambiguity—the L-L actions locate poi
and inspect poi relate to several possible H-L actions (i.e,
check temperature, check pressure, and valve inspection),
and if there are more than one poi at the same location, there
is a need to differentiate if the robot is inspecting the pres-
sure, temperature, or valve.

The joint goal of manipulating the valve valve wpg35 is
allocated to uav1 and h2 by MRGA. The actions which
achieve this joint goal are highlighted in red in Figure
4. The H-L joint action manipulate valve (abbreviated as
man valve in the figure) achieves this joint goal and requires
the coordination of uav1 and h2. This H-L action is mapped
to the L-L actions manipulate valve(h2 valve wpg35) and
inspect poi(uav1 valve wpa35). Both robots have to execute
their L-L actions by the mission time T = 318.04 to achieve
the joint goal. Thus, a joint goal has a time constraint and is
added to G in Algorithm 2. If one of the robots attempts to
achieve the joint goal before T , it will have to wait for the
other robot. If either robot did not attempt the joint goal (by
executing their respective L-L actions) by T , the joint goal
can no longer be achieved until H-L replanning is done. Both

robots will no longer follow their L-L plans and will adapt
to the situation by following their L-L policies instead.

The H-L problem involves multiple robots and objects
which are decomposed to single-agent problems. The ob-
jects in a L-L problem are a subset of the objects in the H-L
problem. These objects are in the initial state of the robot,
are involved in the goals allocated to the robot, or are in
the L-L plan. Following the example in Figure 4, there are
six objects for the L-L problem of husky2 : husky2, wpg1,
wpg35, wpg52, pressure wpg52, and valve wpg35. In con-
trast, the H-L problem has 68 objects of which 56 are lo-
cations. The L-L action goto waypoint alone would have
3,080 grounded instantiations considering all of the 56 lo-
cations whereas our implementation has only six grounded
instantiations. By using a subset of objects, the state-action
space is reduced which decreases the sample and computa-
tional complexities of Algorithm 2. The initial state for the
L-L problem takes from the H-L problem the locations of
the base and the robot. Information on whether the robots
are localised and the conditions of the Huskies’ manipulator
arms and cameras are not represented in the H-L problem.
This information is provided separately.

Experiments and Results
We evaluate our work with a mission: two Huskies (husky1,
husky2 ) and a UAV (uav1 ) are tasked with checking the
temperature at a poi, checking the pressure at another poi,
taking images of two other poi, and manipulating two valves.
These 6 H-L goals are mapped to 8 L-L goals. The manip-
ulation of a valve is a joint goal which requires the coor-
dination of a husky and a UAV to achieve. This is mapped
to 2 L-L goals, one for the husky and one for the UAV. We
conducted simulated experiments using RDDLSim (Sanner
2010) as the simulator. We added normally-distributed noise
to the duration of actions (20% of its mean duration) which
is not made known to our algorithms.

In the first round of planning, MRGA allocates the goals
to the robots. Each husky is tasked with manipulating a valve
which requires the supervision of uav1 (i.e., uav1 has two
temporally-dependent joint goals since it cannot perform
both at the same time). In addition, uav1 needs to take im-
ages of two poi and husky2 needs to check the tempera-
ture and pressure of two poi. The state-action spaces of the
L-L problems for uav1, husky1, and husky2 are 236 × 45,
212 × 12, and 229 × 41, respectively. If we did not eliminate
objects which are of no relevance to a robot when mapping
from H-L problem to L-L problems, the state-action spaces
of the Huskies would increase to 237 × 56 (both Huskies
share the same state-action spaces).

We evaluate the utility of learning over time using MBRL.
A L-L policy is learned by simulation training using an ap-
proximate model (see Algorithm 2). The parameters for the
simulation training areHsim = 30 andN = 1000. We com-
pare two possible scenarios: Scenario 1, where no observa-
tions are available and a deterministic model is used, and
Scenario 2, where observations are acquired from previous
missions and an approximate probabilistic model is learned.
We assume that the preconditions of L-L actions are known



Scenario Robot TC1 MCPlan
1 MCPolicy

1 %TC
2

%MCPlan
2

%MCPolicy
2

1 uav1 245/400 13/100 14/100 64 42 3
2 uav1 255/400 25/100 12/100 81 46 19
1 husky1 55/100 44/100 11/100 89 23 62
2 husky1 66/100 44/100 22/100 88 23 55
1 husky2 234/300 27/100 27/100 93 36 56
2 husky2 252/300 34/100 28/100 97 43 52

Table 1: Comparison in performance using a deterministic model (Scenario 1) and a learned model (Scenario 2) to train L-L
policies for 100 independent simulations of a mission. The performance is evaluated by the following metrics: TC (number of
goals completed / total number of goals), MCPlan (number of missions completed by following the L-L plan / total number
of missions), and MCPolicy (number of missions completed by following the L-L policy / total number of missions). The
superscript 1 (2) denotes the results obtained in the first (second) round of planning. In the second round, the results are
represented in percentages (e.g., a value of 64 for %TC means 64% of the allocated goals are completed).

for both scenarios and that they only differ in their transi-
tion functions. As the deterministic model does not consider
any probabilistic outcomes, it cannot predict states where
the robot loses localisation, its camera loses calibration, or
its manipulator arm is damaged. Therefore, these states are
never encountered in the simulation training and the L-L
policy is suboptimal or even unsound in these regions of the
state space. On the other hand, the learned model predicts all
probabilistic outcomes, albeit with the wrong probabilities1.

Since the environment is probabilistic, we simulated 100
independent runs for each scenario. The performances of
both scenarios are shown in Table 1 and are measured by the
number of goals completed (TC) and the number of mis-
sions completed by following the L-L plan (MCPlan), or
by following the L-L policy (MCPolicy). A robot’s mission
is completed if all of its goals are completed. If no unex-
pected situations are encountered during plan execution, a
robot can complete all of its goals by executing its L-L plan.
Otherwise, it has to adapt by following its L-L policy.

Our empirical results show that the learned model leads
to improved performances. In general, the robots completed
more missions and goals in Scenario 2 than in Scenario 1.
Following the L-L policy trained with the learned model,
uav1 completed 255 out of 400 goals (uav1 is allocated 4
goals, and there are 100 missions), 10 goals more than the
deterministic model. The largest performance improvement
due to the learned model is demonstrated in the results for
husky1 where husky1 completed 22 missions out of 100
missions by following the L-L policy as compared to 11
missions using the deterministic model. Due to the proba-

1The model used by RDDLSim (the truth model) has a proba-
bility of 0.08 for a camera to be damaged and a probability of 0.05
for a manipulator arm to be damaged. If the camera is damaged, the
probabilities of success for the L-L actions locate poi, inspect poi,
and capture image are 0.2. If the manipulator arm is damaged, the
probability of success for the L-L action manipulate valve is 0.2.
The learned model has a probability of 0.42 for a camera to be
damaged and a probability of 0.12 for a manipulator arm to be
damaged. If the camera is damaged, the probabilities of success
for locate poi, inspect poi, and capture image are 0.77, 0.69, 0.24,
respectively. If the manipulator arm is damaged, the probability of
success for manipulate valve is 0.74.

bilistic nature of the environment, only a small number of
the missions are completed when the robots follow the L-L
plan (MCPlan). The utility of adapting to unexpected sit-
uations by switching to the L-L policy can be observed by
the relatively significant number of missions completed by
following the L-L policy (MCPolicy).

At the end of its mission, the robots feed back to HLMA.
If at least one goal is not completed, replanning at the H-L is
required. In this second round of planning, a new temporal
plan and problem instance are mapped to a set of L-L prob-
lems. The robots then continue their mission to complete the
remaining goals. We do not re-use the L-L policies from be-
fore as the objects of the planning problems and goals have
changed (i.e., the state-action spaces have changed and are
different across the simulated runs in the second round). In-
stead, we train new L-L policies with simulation training us-
ing the approximate models again. This underlines the ad-
vantage of learning models which can generalise over dif-
ferent planning problems. We assume realistically that ob-
servations acquired in a mission (the previous mission) are
insufficient to improve the model and hence use the same
models as before for both scenarios.

Table 1 shows the results for the remaining missions
where at least one goal is not achieved (uncompleted mis-
sions). Since both scenarios have different numbers of un-
completed missions, results are represented in percentages
for ease of comparison. Scenario 2 generally outperforms
Scenario 1 though in some cases, Scenario 1 is better (i.e.,
the MCpolicy for husky1 and husky2 ). In Scenario 2, the
robots completed more goals previously as compared to Sce-
nario 1. The uncompleted goals are typically the joint goals.
In other words, Scenario 2 has a larger proportion of goals
which are joint goals. These are difficult to complete, and
sometimes impossible in the current mission (i.e., it might
not be possible for a husky to repair a damaged manipulator
arm and then manipulate the valve in time).

In Scenario 1 (Scenario 2), 21 (26) missions were com-
pleted where every robot completes all of its allocated goals.
Following H-L replanning, in Scenario 1 (Scenario 2), 34
(46) more missions were completed. This leaves 45 (28) un-
completed missions with 74 (44) uncompleted goals in Sce-
nario 1 (Scenario 2). This provides evidence that our work



Figure 5: Makespan using a deterministic and a learned
model for the first (1 and 2) and second (3 and 4) round
of planning respectively for 100 independent simulations.

Figure 6: Cumulative reallocation of goals using a determin-
istic and a learned model for the first (1 and 2) and second
(3 and 4) round of planning respectively for 100 independent
simulations.

could improve performances over time even with an approx-
imate model by updating the generative model given new
observations. Furthermore, the absence of probabilistic rea-
soning, due to the use of a deterministic model, in Scenario
1 causes the performances to deteriorate.

We also evaluated the interaction of the MBRL approach
with temporal planning. Figure 5 shows the statistics for the
makespan in the first and second round of planning. In gen-
eral, the makespans in the second round are longer. This is
because the advice from HLMA influences the reallocation
of goals such that the risk of failure is reduced during plan
execution. Furthermore, the learned model experienced the
larger change in makespan as HLMA considers the proba-
bilities of unexpected outcomes. MRGA is thus forced to re-
allocate goals less optimally (i.e., trading off makespan for
reduced risk). However, this translates to an increase in the
number of missions completed for the learned model.

Figure 6 shows the cumulative reallocation of goals in
both scenarios and for both rounds of planning. Here, the
advice from HLMA influences the number of goals that

MRGA reallocates. HLMA introduces several changes in
the duration of actions that affect MRGA’s reasoning about
goal distribution. If HLMA is not used, MRGA focuses on
reallocation by considering the positions of the robots but
does not consider changes in the duration of actions. HLMA
also reasons about the trade-off in allocating a goal to a robot
that needs to repair its manipulator arm (or calibrate its cam-
era) such that it can achieve a goal with a high probability,
versus assigning the goal to an operational robot that may be
further away from the goal. Based on this reasoning, HLMA
advises MRGA to maintain the capability associated with
the goal implementation (fk(r, cap)) in the capability set of
the robot with the best performance. The number of goals,
normalised by the total number of goals, which have to be
reallocated is reduced from the first to the second round of
planning. Our approach optimises the goal distribution con-
sidering learned knowledge from observations. Scenario 2
outperforms Scenario 1 in terms of the number of realloca-
tions required (the fewer the better) in both rounds of plan-
ning as a result of using a more accurate model. HLMA al-
lows the approach to reach the best possible plan in compar-
ison to the initial deterministic plan. Therefore, the number
of goal reallocations that considers the risk of failure, which
is feed back by MBRL, is gradually reduced over subsequent
rounds of planning. This explains the similarity of the results
(3.2% ∼ 6.4% ) for the second round of planning in Sce-
nario 2. The goals reallocated after replanning are mostly
associated with the positions of the robots when failures oc-
cur as HLMA does not provide additional insights about the
probability of failures (for the same mission) as they were
considered in the previous plan update.

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a novel hybrid framework, TEM-
PORALPROB, which decouples multi-goal allocation, multi-
agent planning (MAP) under temporal constraints, and
model-based single-agent reinforcement learning (MBRL).
By considering different levels of model abstractions, we re-
duce the search space. MAP does not need to reason over
all probable outcomes of actions while MBRL only deals
with the state-action spaces of a single robot without consid-
ering temporal constraints. The reduced computational cost
of our framework offers better scalability to large planning
problems and is well-suited for online planning and execu-
tion. To introduce robustness to uncertainty, feedback from
MBRL advises the multi-goal allocation and MAP in their
decision-making processes. We demonstrated the applica-
bility of our approach with a fleet of heterogeneous robots
in simulated experiments. Results showed that goal-directed
performances improved with a model learned from prior ob-
servations as compared to an initially assumed deterministic
model. For future work, probabilistic reasoning can be used
to estimate delays a robot might experience to complete joint
goals and provide guidance to a temporal planner to include
buffer time. Also, different strategies for goal reallocation
can be explored, e.g., when a robot is unlikely to complete a
joint goal or a severe unexpected outcome is encountered.
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